The cross-finger flap. An established reconstructive procedure.
Cross-finger flaps have been performed by our group in more than 200 patients. Subjective questioning and objective testing in a random group of 23 of these patients confirms the value of this procedure for reconstruction of the injured finger. It is reliable and flexible in its application. The patients usually report their flaps to be functional, durable, and free of pain. Cold intolerance, as with other methods of reconstruction, remains a problem. Sensibility in the flaps proved to be functional in the majority of patients. The preservation of length and range of motion is reflected in the fact that disability settlement was a rare occurrence. This flap has been applied in patients of widely varying ages with minimal morbidity. Overall patient satisfaction has been quite rewarding. In the properly selected patient, the carefully performed procedure provides a superior means of reconstruction for the injured finger with loss of significant soft tissue. of reconstruction for the injured finger with loss of significant soft tissue. Overall patient satisfaction has been quite rewarding. widely varying ages with minimal morbidity. Overall patient satisfaction has been quite rewarding. This flap has been applied in patients of